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Line drawing algorithm in computer graphics pdf

On each 2-dimensional plane, when we connect two dots (x0, y0) and (x1, y1), we can line the segment. But if in computer graphics we can not directly join any two coordinate points that we should calculate the point coordinates and put the pixel too at each intermediate point, the desired color with the help of features such as putpixel (x, y, K) C, where (x,y) is our co-ordinate and
K stands for some color. Examples: input: for line segments between 2, 2 and (6) (6) (6) ): intermediate points are required (3) (4) (4) and (5) (5). Input: for line segments between (0.2) and (0.6) : intermediate points are required (0.3) (0.4) and (0.5). To use graphics functions, our system is treated as an output screen coordinate system with coordinates in the upper left corner (0,0)
and when we move less than half our y-ord rise, and when we move to the right, our x-ord for each point (x, y) increases. Now, generating any line segment we need intermediate points and to calculate them we are able to use a basic algorithm called the DDA (Digital Differential Analyzer) line generating algorithm. DDA algorithm: Note that one point is a line (X0.Y0) and the other
point is a line (X1,Y1). calculate dx , dy dx = X1 - X0; dy = Y1 - Y0; Depending on the absolute value, dx &amp;amp; dy // select the number of steps to put pixels // steps = abs(dx) &gt; abs (dy) ? abs(dx): abs(dy) steps = abs(dx) &gt; abs(dy) ? abs(dx): abs(dy); x &amp; y increment calculation x &amp; y for each step xinc = dx / (float) steps; Yinc = dy / (float) steps; Put a pixel on
each step X = X0; Y = Y0; (int i = 0; &lt;= steps;= i++)= {= putpixel= (x,y,white);= x= +=Xinc; y= +=Yinc; } = recommended:= please= try= your= approach= on= {ide}= first,= before= moving= on= to= the= solution.=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;stdio.h&gt;i #include&lt;graphics.h&gt; int abs (int abs) { return ( (n&gt;0) ? n : ( n * (-1))); } void DDA (int X0, int Y0, int X1, int Y1) { int dx = X1 - X0; int
dy = Y1 - Y0; int steps = abs(dx) &gt; abs(dy) ? abs(dx) &lt;= steps; i++) { putpixel (X,Y,RED); X += Xinc; Y += Yinc; delay(100); } } int main() { int gd = DETECT, gm; initgraph(&amp;gd, &amp;gm,); int X0 = 2, Y0 = 2, X1 = 14, Y1 = 16; DDA(2, 2, 14, 16); return 0; } Output: Advantages : It is simple and easy to implement an algorithm. It avoids using multiple operations which have
high time complexities. It is faster than the direct use of the line equation because it does not use any floating point multiplication and it calculates points on the line. Disadvantages : It deals with the rounding off operation and floating point arithmetic so it has high time complexity. As it is orientation dependent, so it has poor endpoint accuracy. Due to the limited precision in the
floating point representation it produces a cumulative error. Bresenham's Line Generation Algorithm This article is contributed by Shivam Pradhan (anuj_charm). If you like GeeksforGeeks and would steps;= i++)= {= putpixel= (x,y,red);= x= +=Xinc; y= +=Yinc; delay(100);= }= }= int= main()= {= int= gd=DETECT, gm;= (&amp;gd,= &amp;gm,= );= int= x0=2, y0=2, x1=14, y1=16;
dda(2,= 2,= 14,= 16);= return= 0;= }= output:= advantages= := it= is= simple= and= easy= to= implement= algorithm.= it= avoid= using= multiple= operations= which= have= high= time= complexities.= it= is= faster= than= the= direct= use= of= the= line= equation= because= it= does= not= use= any= floating= point= multiplication= and= it= calculates= points= on= the= line.=
disadvantages= := it= deals= with= the= rounding= off= operation= and= floating= point= arithmetic= so= it= has= high= time= complexity.= as= it= is= orientation= dependent,= so= it= has= poor= endpoint= accuracy.= due= to= the= limited= precision= in= the= floating= point= representation= it= produces= cumulative= error.= bresenham’s= line= generation= algorithm= this=
article= is= contributed= by= shivam= pradhan= (anuj_charm).= if= you= like= geeksforgeeks= and= would=&gt;&lt;/= steps; i++) { putpixel (X,Y,RED); X += Xinc; Y += Yinc; delay(100); } } int main() { int gd = DETECT, gm; initgraph (&amp;gd, &amp;gm, ); int X0 = 2, Y0 = 2, X1 = 14, Y1 = 16; DDA(2, 2, 14, 16); return 0; } Output: Advantages : It is simple and easy to implement
algorithm. It avoid using multiple operations which have high time complexities. It is faster than the direct use of the line equation because it does not use any floating point multiplication and it calculates points on the line. Disadvantages : It deals with the rounding off operation and floating point arithmetic so it has high time complexity. As it is orientation dependent, so it has poor
endpoint accuracy. Due to the limited precision in the floating point representation it produces cumulative error. Bresenham’s Line Generation Algorithm This article is contributed by Shivam Pradhan (anuj_charm). If you like GeeksforGeeks and would &gt; : abs(dy); float Xinc = dx / (float) astmed; float Yinc = dy / (float) astmed; X = X0; float Y = Y0;&lt;/graphics.h&gt;
&lt;/stdio.h&gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt; bet, you can also write an article using contribute.geeksforgeeks.org or email your article contribute@geeksforgeeks.org. See your article that appears on the GeeksforGeeks home page and helps other geeks. Please write comments if you find something wrong, or you want to share more information about the topic described above. Attention reader!
Don't stop learning. Get hold of all important DSA concepts with the DSA Self Paced Course student-friendly price and get the industry ready. Featured posts: Better By: SayedAbdulTawabSadaat, alpeshyadav, itskawal2000 Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, and provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue to browse the website, you
agree to the use of cookies on this website. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue to browse the website, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. For more information, see our Privacy Policy and User Agreement. The line connects two points.
This is the main element of graphics. To draw a line, you need two dots between which you can draw a line. In the following three algorithms, we refer to one point as $X_{0}, Y_{0}$ and another point as $X_{1}, Y_{1}$. The DDA Algorithm Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA) algorithm is a simple line generation algorithm that is explained step by step here. Step 1 – Send input to
two endpoints of $(X_{0}, Y_{0}) $ and $(X_{1}, Y_{1})$. Step 2 – Calculate the two endpoints. dx =X1 - X0 dy =Y1 - Y0 Step 3 − Based on calculated difference in step 2, you need to detect the number of steps that position the pixel. If dx &gt; dy, you need more steps to coordinate x; otherwise y in coordinates. if (absolute(dx) &gt; absolute(dy)) Grades = absolute(dx); otherwise
Steps = absolute (dy); Step 4 – Calculate increment in x-coordinates and y coordinates. Xincrement = dx / (float) steps; Yincrement = dy / (float) steps; Step 5 – Successfully place the pixel on the x and y coordinates and fill in the drawing of the line. for(int v=0; v &lt; steps; v++) { x = x + Xincrement; y = y + Yincrement; putpixel(Round(x), Round(y)); } Bresenham's Line Generation
Bresenham algorithm is a second-tier scanning conversion algorithm. The great advantage of this algorithm is that it only uses integer calculations. When moving across the x-axis in unit intervals and each step, choose between two different y coordinates. For example, as shown in the following illustration, you must select (3) and (3) (3) from the position (2, 3) and (3) 4. You want
a point closer to the original line. In the $X_{k}+1,$ vertical separators from the mathematical row are marked as $d_{upper}$ and $d_{lower}$. The figure above shows $x_{k}+1$ the y-coordinate of the mathematical line − Y = m($X_{k}$+1) + b So, and $d_{lower}$ is presented as follows − $$d_{lower} = y-y_ {k}$$$$$= m(X_{k} + 1) + b - Y_ {k} $ $ and $$d_{upper} = (y_ {k} + 1)
- y$$$=Y_ {k} + 1 -m (X_ {k} + 1) - b$ B$ They can be used to make a simple decision about which the pixel is closer to the mathematical line. This simple decision is based on the difference between the two pixel positions. $$d_{lower} - d_{upper} = 2m (x_ {k} + 1) - 2y_ {k} + 2b - 1$$ Replace with m dy/dx where dx and dy are endpoint differences. $$dx (d_{lower} - d_{upper})
=dx(2\frac{\mathrm{d} y} {\mathrm{d} x} (x_ {k} + 1) - 2y_ {k} + 2b - 1)$$ $ $ = 2dy.x_ {k} - 2dx.y_ {k} + 2dy + 2dx(2b-1 1)$$$$$$ = {2dy.x_ k} - 2dx.y_ {k} + C$So, decision parameter $P_{k}$ kth step along line given − $$p_{k} = dx(d_ {lower} - d_ {top})$$$ = 2dy.x_ {k} - 2dx.y_ {k} + C$ The decision parameter character $P_k}$ is the same, which $d_{lower} - d_ {upper}$. If
$p_{k}$ is negative, select the lower pixel, otherwise select the upper pixel. Keep in mind that coordinate changes take place along the x-axis in unit steps, so you can do anything with integer calculations. In step k+1, the decision parameter is given as − $$p_{k +1} = 2dy.x_ {k + 1} - 2dx.y_ {k + 1} + C$$ Subtracting $p_{k} from this we get − $$p_{k + 1} - p_ $p <5> {k} = 2dy (x_ {k
+ 1} - x_ {k}) - 2dx(y_ {k +1} - y_ k})$$ But, $x_{k+1}$ is the same, which $(xk)+1$. So − $$p_{k+1} = p_ {k} + 2dy - 2dx(y_ {k+1} - y_{k})$$ Where, $Y_{k+1} – Y_ {k}$ is either 0 or 1 depending on $P_{k}$. The first decision parameter $p_{0}$ is valued at $(x_{0}, y_{0})$ is given as − $$p_{0} = 2dy - dx$$ Now, bearing in mind all the points and calculations above, here is the
Bresenham algorithm tilt m&lt; 1 − Step 1 − Enter two end-point points, saving the left endpoint $(x_{0}, $y_{0}). Step 2 – Draw a point $(x_{0}, y_{0})$. Step 3 − Calculate constants dx, dy, 2dy and (2dy – 2dx) and obtain the first value of the decision parameter as − $$p_{0} = 2dy - dx$$ Step 4 − Each $X_{k}$ along the line, starting with k = 0, do the next test − if $p_{k}$ &lt; the
following point to draw is $(x_ k}+1, y_{k})) and $$p_{k+1} = p_ {k} + 2dy$$ Otherwise is $$(x_ {k}, y_ {k}+1)$$$$$$$p_{k+1} = p_ {k} + 2yd - 2dx$$ Step 5 − Repeat step 4 (dx – 1) times &gt;. After resolution, the equation $P_{k}$ is very similar, only in the equation x and y has been exchanged. The mid-point algorithm's mid-point algorithm is due to Bresenham, which was
modified by Pitteway and Van Aken. Let's say you've already placed the coordinates of point P (x, y), and the line inclination is 0 ≤ k ≤ 1 as shown in the following illustration. Now you have to decide whether to put the next point E or N. otherwise E. set to first calculate the middle point M(x + 1, y + 1/2). If the intersection of the line with the vertical line connecting Q e and N is less
than M, E shall be taken as the next point; otherwise, take N as the next point. To check this, we need to consider an indirect equation − F(x,y) = mx + b - y for positive m in any given X, if y is in line, then F(x, y) = 0 If y is above the line, F(x, y) &lt; 0 If y is below the line, then F(x, y) &gt; 0 Page 2 Transformation means changing another one by applying rules. We can have different
types of changes, such as translation, tag up or down, rotation, cutting, etc. When the transformation takes place at 2D level, it's called a 2D conversion. Conversions play an important role in computer graphics to position pictures on the screen and change their size or orientation. Homogeneous coordinates Conversion series, such as a series of translations, followed by rotation
and scaling, we must follow a sequential process – Translate coordinates, rotate the translated coordinates, and then scale the inverted coordinates to complete the composite conversion. To shorten this process, we must use a 3×3 conversion matrix instead of the 2×2 conversion matrix. To convert the 2×2 matrix to the 3×3 matrix, we need to add extra dummy coordinate W. In
this way we can represent the numbers in point 3 instead of 2 numbers, called the Homogeneous Coordinate System. In this system, we can represent all conversion equations in matrix multiplication. Descartes point P(X, Y) can be converted to homogeneous coordinates P' (Xh, Yh, h). Translation Translation Moves the object to another location on the screen. You can translate
in point 2D by adding a translation coordinate (tx, ty) to the original coordinate (X,Y' translation coordinate) to the original coordinate (X', Y' translation coordinate) to get the new coordinate (X', Y'). From the figure above, you can write that − X' = X + tx Y' = Y + ty Paari (tx, ty) is called a translation vector or a shift vector. The equations above can also be presented using column
vectors. $P = \frac{[X]}{[Y]}$ p' = $\frac{[X']}{[Y']}$T = $\frac{[t_{x}]}{[t_{y}]]}! From the following illustration, we can see that point P(X, Y) is located at an angle φ horizontal X-coordinates with a distance from r origin. Let's say you want to rotate it at an angle. After you turn it to a new location, you will get a new point P' (X', Y'). Using the original coordinate of standard trigonometric
point P(X, Y) may be represented as − $X = r \, cos \, \phi ...... (1)$ $Y = r \, sin \, \phi ...... (2)$ In the same way we can represent point P' (X', Y') as − ${x}'= r \: cos \: cos \: cos \: \ \: \theta \right ) = r\: cos \: \phi \: cos \: \: \: r \: sin \: sin \: sin \: \theta ....... (3)$ ${y}'= r \: sin \: \left ( \phi \: + \: \theta \right) = cos \: \phi \: sin \: \theta \: + \: r \: sin \: \phi \: cos \: \theta ....... (4)$ Substitable
equation (1) &amp; 2) in (3) &amp; (4) according to we can $ {x}'= x \: cos \: cos \: cos \: y \: sin \: sin \: \theta $ ${y}'= x \: sin \: \theta + \: y \: y \: cos \: \theta $ Matrix above, $$[X' Y'] = [X Y] \begin{bmatrix} cos\theta &amp;amp; sin\theta \\ -sin\theta &amp;cos\theta \end{bmatrix} OR $$ P' = P . R Where R is the rotation matrix $$R = \begin{ bmatrix} cos\theta &amp;amp; sin\theta \\ sin\theta &amp; cos\theta\end{bmatrix}$$ The rotation can be positive and negative. With a positive angle, we can use the rotation matrix above. When the negative angle rotates, the matrix changes as shown below − $$R = \begin{bmatrix} cos(−\theta) &amp;amp; sin(−\theta) \\ -sin(−\theta) &amp; cos(−\theta) \end{bmatrix}$$=\begin{ bmatrix} cos\theta &amp;amp; −sin\theta \\
sin\theta &amp; cos\theta \end/ bmatrix} \left (\because cos(−\theta) = cos \theta \; and\; sin(−\theta ) = −sin \theta \right )$$ Scaling to resize the object, scaling is used. In the scaling process, you expand or compress the dimensions of the object. Scaling can be achieved by multiplying the original coordinates of the object by the scaling factor to get the desired result. Let's say the
original coordinates are (X, Y), scaling factors are (SX, SY) and the produced coordinates are (X', Y'). It can be mathematically presented as shown below - X' = X . SX and Y' = Y . SY SX, SY scales the object in X and Y directions, respectively. The equations above can also be presented in matrix form below − $$\binom{X'}{Y'} = \binom{X}{Y} \{begin bmatrix} S_{x} &amp; 0\\0
&amp; S_ {y} \end{bmatrix}$$ OR P' = P' = P. S Where S is the sgi matrix. The scaling process is shown in the following illustration. If we give values below 1 scaling factor S, we can reduce the size of the object. If we offer values greater than 1, we can increase the size of the object. Reflection Reflection is a mirror image of the original object. In other words, we can say that this
is a rotational operation of 180°. The size of the reflection transformation object does not change. The following figures show thoughts on the X and Y axes, origin and origin. Move – The shape-tilting conversion of an object is called a shear conversion. There are two shifts in the X-Shift and the Y-Shift. One shifts the values of the X coordinates and other shifts to the Y coordinate
values. However, it is not the first time in both cases, only one coordinate changes its coordinates and the other retains its values. Cutting is also called Skewing. The X-Shear X shift maintains the Y coordinates and changes are made in the x coordinates that cause vertical lines to tilt to the right or left as shown in the figure below. The X-shift conversion matrix can be presented
as − $$X_{sh} = \begin{bmatrix} 1&amp; shx; 0\\0&amp; 1&amp;0\\0; 0&amp;1 \end{bmatrix}$$Y' = Y + Shy X X' = X Y-Budge Y-Budge Maintains X coordinates and changes the Y coordinates that cause the horizontal lines to be converted into lines that tilt up or down as shown in the following illustration. The Y-shift can be presented in the matrix as − $$Y_{sh} \begin{bmatrix} 1;
0\0\\shy; 1; Y Y' = Y Composite transformation If the second plane transformation T2 is converted in plane T1, the result may be represented by a single T conversion taken in that order by the T1 and T2 composition. It is written as T = T1•T2. Composite mutations can be achieved by aggregation of transformation matrices to obtain a combined transformation matrix. Combined
matrix − [T][X] = [X] [T1] [T2] [T3] [T4] .... I can't believe you did this. If [Ti] is any combination of translation scaling Cutting Rotation reflection Change in order of transformation would result in different results because the overall matrix multiplication is not cumulative, i.e. [A] . [B] ≠ [B] . [A] and the order of multiplication. The main objective of the transformation is to increase
efficiency by applying a single point of transformation, rather than implementing a number of changes one after the other. For example, to rotate an object around an arbitrary point (Xp, Yp), we need to complete three steps – Translation Point (Xp, Yp) origin. Turn that origin around. Finally, translate the center rotation back to where it belonged. Page 3 3D rotation is not the same
as 2D rotation. When rotating 3D, we need to specify the angle of rotation with the axis of rotation. We can do 3D rotations for X, Y and Z axes. These are shown in the matrix form below − $$R_{x}(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 R_; theta&amp;0&amp;sin\theta! 0\\ 0; 1&amp;0 R_\0\\0; 0; In the scaling process, you expand or compress the dimensions of the object. Scaling can be
achieved by multiplying the original coordinates of the object by the scaling factor to get the desired result. The following illustration shows the effect of 3D leveling – three coordinates are used for 3D leveling. Let's say the original coordinates are (X, Y, Z), theg factors are $(S_{X,} S_{Y,} S_ {z})) and the produced coordinates are (X', Y', Z'). It can be mathematically presented as
shown below − $S = \begin{bmatrix} S_{x}; 0&amp;0\\0&amp;S_{y}; 0\\0&amp;S_{z}; 0\\ 0\ 0; 0 1 \end{bmatrix}$ P' = P $[{X}' \:\:\: {Y}' \:\:\: {Z}' \:\:\:1] = [X \:\:\:Y Z \:\\:\: 1] \:\: \begin{ bmatrix} S_{x}; 0\0\0 S_\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0; S_ {z}; 0\\0\0\0\0\1 \\ end{bmatrix}$ = [X.S_{x} \:\:\: Y.S_{y} \:\:\: Z.S_{z} \:\:\: 1]$ Move the shape of the object, called offset conversion. As in the 2D shear, we
can move the object along the X axis, Y axis, or Z axis on the 3D axis. As shown in the above illustration, there is a P coordinate. You can move it to get a new coordinate P', which can be presented on the 3D matrix form below − $Sh = \begin bmatrix} 1 &amp; sh_ {x}{y} &amp;sh_{x}^{z} &amp; 0 \\ sh_{y}^{x}&amp; &amp; 1&amp;1&amp; sh_ {y}^{z} &amp; 0 \\ sh_ {z}^{x}
&amp;sh_{z}^{y} &amp; 1 &amp; 0 \\ 0 &amp; 0 &amp; 0 &amp; 1 \end{bmatrix}$ P' = • P Sh $X' = X + Sh_{x} ^{y} Y + Sh_{x}^{ z} Z$ $Y' = Sh_ {y}^{x} X + Y +sh_ {y}{z} Z$ $Z' = Sh_{z}^{x}X + Sh_{z}^{y}Y + Z$ transformation matrix is the main tool for conversion. With dimensions n x m, the matrix is multiplied by the coordinates of objects. Normally, a 3 x 3 or 4 x 4 matrix is used
for transformation. For example, consider the following matrix for different operations: $T = \begin{bmatrix} 1&amp;0; 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0; 0\0\0\0\t_ {x}! t_ {y}; t_{z}! 1\\\end{bmatrix}$ $S = \begin{ bmatrix} S_{x}; 0\ 0\ 0\ 0; S_{y}; 0\0 S_; \ 0; 0&amp;1 \end{bmatrix}$ $Sh = \begin{bmatrix} 1&amp; sh_ {x}^{y}&amp; sh_{x}^{z}; 0\\sh_{y}{x}! 1 &amp; sh_ {y}^{z}! 0\\sh_{z}^x}&amp; sh_{z}^{y};
1&amp;0\\0\0\0&amp;1\end{bmatrix}$ Translation Matrix Shift Matrix $R_{x}(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} 1&amp; 0&amp;0\0\0&amp;cos\theta &amp; -sin\theta&amp; 0\\0&amp;sin\theta &amp; cos\theta&amp; 0\\0 $R\0; 0&amp;amp; sin\theta$ 0\\0; 1&amp;$R 0\1; 0\\ 0; 0; 0&amp;1\end{bmatrix}$ In the rotation matrix page 4 in the 2D system we use only two coordinates X and Y, but
in 3D additional coordinates Z. 3D graphics techniques are added and their application is essential in the entertainment, games and computer design industries. This is a continuing area of research in the field of scientific visualisation. In addition, 3D graphics components are now part of almost every personal computer and although traditionally designed for graphics-intensive
software such as games, they are increasingly being used by other applications. Parallel projection Parallel projection discards z coordinates and parallel lines from each tip of the object until they intersect with the view level. In parallel projection, we set the projection direction instead of the center of the projection. In parallel projection, the distance from the center of the projection
to the project level is infinite. For this type of projection, we combine projected peaks by line segments that correspond to the connections of the original object. Parallel forecasts are less realistic, but they are good for accurate measurements. For these types of forecasts, the remain parallel and the corners are not retained. The following hierarchy displays different types of
parallel forecasts. Orthographic projection The orthographic projection is the projection of the projection in normal plane projection. There are three types of orthographic projections – Front projection Upper projection Half Projection Oblique projection Oblique projection, projection direction is not normal projection of the plane. Tilted projection, we can view an object better than an
orthographic projection. There are two types of oblique predictions – Cavalier and Cabinet. Cavalier projection makes a 45° angle from the projection plane. The projection of a line perpendicular to the viewing plane is as long as the line on the Cavalier projection. In the cavalier projection, the fore-one factors in all three main strands are equal. The projection of the cabinet makes
an angle of 63,4° with the projection plane. In the projection of the cabinet, the lines perpendicular to the viewing surface are projected at 1/2 of their actual length. Both projections are shown in the following figure – Isometric projections Orthographic projections with more than one side of an object are called aksonometric orthographic projections. The most common axonometric
projection is the isometric projection, in which the projection system intersects the model coordinate system at a distance equal to each coordinate axis. In this projection parallelity lines are preserved, but the corners are not preserved. The following illustration shows the isometric projection – Perspective projection, distance from the center of the projection to the project plane is
limited and the size of the object varies inversely with the distance that seems more realistic. The distance and angles shall not be maintained and the parallel lines shall not remain parallel. Instead, they all converge at one point, called the reference point for the projection or projection. There are three types of perspective forecasts that are shown in the following chart: A singlepoint perspective projection is easy to control. The two-point perspective projection gives a better impression of depth. The projection of a three-point perspective is the hardest to control. The following illustration shows all three types of perspective projection – Translation into 3D translation, we carry Z coordinates with X and Y coordinates. The 3D translation process is similar to
a 2D translation. The translation moves the object to another location on the screen. The following illustration shows the effect of the translation – The point can be translated into 3D, adding the new coordinate (X,, Y', Z' to the original coordinate (X, Y, Z) translation coordinator $(t_{x,} t_{y,} t_{z})$. $T = \begin{bmatrix} 1&amp;0; 0\0\\0\0\1; 0\0\0&amp; 0\\t_{x}&amp; t_{y}; t_{z};
1\\\end{bmatrix}$ P' = P$[X_ \:\: Y' \:\: Z′ \:\: 1] \: =\: [X \:\: Y \:\: Z \:\: 1] \: \begin{bmatrix} 1; 0&amp; 0\0\\0\0\0\0\0\0\0&amp; 1; 0\\t_{x}&amp; t_ {z}! 1\\ \end{bmatrix}$ $= [X + t_{x} \:\:\: Y + t_ {y} \:\:\: Z + t_{z} \:\:\: 1]$ 1]$
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